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Abstract
Insight is provided into focused wave group runup on a plane beach by means of laboratory
wave flume experiments and numerical simulations. A focused wave group is presented as an
alternative to an empirical description of the wave conditions leading to extreme runup. Second-
order correction to the laboratory wavemaker generation signal is observed to remove about 60%
of the sub-harmonic error wave that would otherwise contaminate coastal response experiments.
Laboratory measurements of the wave runup time history are obtained using inclined resistance-
type wires and copper strips attached to the beach surface. The numerical wave runup model is
based on hybrid Boussinesq-Nonlinear Shallow Water equations, empirical parameters for wave
breaking and bed friction, and a wetting and drying algorithm. After calibration against ex-
perimental runup data, the numerical model reproduces satisfactorily the propagation, shoaling
and runup of focused wave groups over the entire length of the wave flume. Results from a
comprehensive parametric study show that both measured and predicted maximum runup ele-
vations exhibit strong dependence on the linear focus amplitude of the wave group (linked to its
probability of occurrence), the focus location, and the phase of the wave group at focus. The
results also demonstrate that extreme runup events owing to focused wave incidence cannot be
characterised using spectral parameters alone. The optimal band of focus locations shifts onshore
as linear focus amplitude of the incident wave group increases. Optimisation of phase and focus
location leads to a maximum runup elevation at each linear amplitude, and, when generated us-
ing second-order corrected paddle signals, the maximum runup appears to approach saturation
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at very large focused wave amplitudes. This study therefore moves beyond simple wave focusing,
and presents a focused wave group as a tool for investigating the relationship between extremes
within an incident wave field and extreme wave runup.
Keywords: Runup, Focused wave groups, Wavemaker theory, Spurious error wave, Boussinesq
numerical wave tank, Extreme waves
1. Introduction
Coastal communities rely on sea defence structures for protection against flood inundation.
Worldwide, the populations of such communities are increasing, while much coastal defence in-
frastructure is ageing (ICE, 2014). Runup, the maximum elevation attained by seawater above
the still water shoreline (Kobayashi, 1999), has a primary influence on surf-zone sediment trans-5
port, beach levels and coastal erosion (Ruggiero et al., 2001), wave overtopping of natural or
artificial defence structures, and subsequent inland flooding. Storm-induced wave runup and
its consequences are particularly sensitive to sea level rise (Penland et al., 2005; Dickson et al.,
2007; Hall et al., 2006; Sutherland and Gouldby, 2003; Zhang et al., 2004) and climate variability
(Ruggiero, 2013). Runup requires accurate estimation by coastal engineers and managers as part10
of routine coastal assessment studies.
Present understanding of wave runup on beaches and coastal structures is informed by field
observations, physical experiments, and mathematical models. Such models and the empirical
relationships derived from field/laboratory studies are used to predict extreme instances of runup.
Runup and swash zone motions have been measured in field and laboratory campaigns using15
standard vertical wave gauges (e.g. Thornton and Guza, 1983; Kraus et al., 1994), non-intrusive
altimeters (e.g. Blenkinsopp et al., 2016; Holman and Haller, 2013), inclined resistance-type
wires (see Guza and Thornton, 1982; Raubenheimer et al., 1995; Holland et al., 1995; Hughes
and Moseley, 2007, among many others), pressure transducers (e.g. Holman and Sallenger, 1985;
Hughes and Moseley, 2007) and interpretation of video records (see Holman and Sallenger, 1985;20
Ruessink et al., 1998; Stockdon et al., 2006, among many others). More recently, lidar has
been used for runup measurement in the field (Blenkinsopp et al., 2010; Almeida et al., 2013;
Almar et al., 2014; Fiedler et al., 2015) and for measuring free surface elevations in certain large-
scale experimental facilities (Blenkinsopp et al., 2012). A review of swash zone hydrodynamics,
including the effects on beach morphodynamics, is provided by Brocchini and Baldock (2008).25
Laboratory experiments allow testing of wave processes under controlled conditions, often
considering propagation in one horizontal dimension within a wave flume (e.g. Mase and Iwa-
2
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gaki, 1984; Mase, 1989; Kraus et al., 1994; Baldock et al., 1997; Erikson et al., 2005). Although
the idealised geometries, relatively small model scales and simplified (regular or irregular) wave
input typically used in laboratories may neglect certain physical processes observed in the field,30
laboratory experiments are useful tools for model validation and hypothesis testing. Numer-
ical models often complement (and extend) laboratory or field experiments. Although recent
advances in computational power have led to increasingly widespread use of advanced three-
dimensional CFD models (such as the open-source OpenFOAM package, see Higuera et al.,
2013, 2015), more computationally efficient solvers for simplified models are better suited to35
collect extreme statistics from large numbers of incident waves. Depth-integrated wave-resolving
flow models (e.g. Erduran et al., 2005; Tonelli and Petti, 2012; Tissier et al., 2012; Shi et al.,
2012) are able to describe pre- and post-breaking waves, achieving an effective compromise be-
tween computational efficiency and realistic representation of the dominant physical processes
affecting wave runup. Soldini et al. (2013) found good agreement between their shallow-water40
model predictions and the empirical relationships of Stockdon et al. (2006) and Vousdoukas et al.
(2009), and highlighted the effect of the beach profile on the maximum wave runup. Guza and
Feddersen (2012) demonstrate the effect of directional spread and frequency characteristics on
significant wave runup, and recommend both characteristics be included in parameterisations of
infragravity wave runup.45
A key runup-related design parameter is the extreme runup, often defined as the vertical
elevation exceeded by the largest 2% of the runup excursions (R2%). This extreme runup is often
treated empirically for broken incident waves, and has been characterised using the Iribarren
number (see Hunt, 1959; Battjes, 1974):
ζ =
β
(H/L0)
1/2
, (1)
where β is the beach slope, H the wave height and L0 the deep-water wavelength. Different50
expressions involving the Iribarren number have been developed using laboratory experimental
results (Hunt, 1959; Mase, 1989; van der Meer and Stam, 1992; Hedges and Mase, 2004). Hughes
(2004) used the (maximum depth-integrated) momentum flux parameter to obtain an empirical
relation for a range of slopes. Field data investigations also determined empirical relations be-
tween the offshore wave conditions/beach geometry (not exclusively using the Iribarren number)55
and R2% (Guza and Thornton, 1982; Holman, 1986; Nielsen and Hanslow, 1991; Ruggiero et al.,
2001; Stockdon et al., 2006; Vousdoukas et al., 2009). These empirical relationships, and others
related to overtopping, form the basis of much coastal design (Pullen et al., 2007). Other stud-
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ies on runup dynamics and swash spectra have been conducted by Raubenheimer et al. (1995);
Raubenheimer and Guza (1996); Hughes and Moseley (2007); Hughes et al. (2010, 2014). Blenk-60
insopp et al. (2016) reviewed and assessed the applicability of the extreme wave parametisations
in the context of the BARDEX II project (Masselink et al., 2016), finding that the bore height
at collapse was an excellent predictor of the runup elevation in an irregular wave climate. Park
and Cox (2016) used a Boussinesq model to derive an empirical formula to account for storm
surge conditions and the presence of beach berms/dunes.65
Wave focusing has been the subject of field, numerical and experimental investigations, par-
ticularly in the context of rogue wave formation (Kharif and Pelinovsky, 2003). Baldock et al.
(1996) compared laboratory measured surface elevations and kinematics against linear theory
and the second-order theory of Longuet-Higgins and Stewart (1960). Laboratory investigations
by Johannessen and Swan (2001) demonstrated that directionality had a significant effect on70
wave group focusing, in agreement with previous numerical simulations by Johannessen and
Swan (1997). Gibson and Swan (2007) analysed theoretical predictions of Bateman et al. (2001)
to study changes in a wave spectrum near to a focusing event (in both unidirectional and spread
sea states), and discussed the implications for rogue wave formation (see also Toffoli et al., 2010).
Smith and Swan (2002) also highlighted the importance of nonlinearity and unsteadiness in nu-75
merical simulations of extreme focused waves. Sriram et al. (2015) considered the effect of linear
and second-order generation signals on focused wave evolution in a parametric study within a
physical wave flume. Sriram et al. (2015) found that spurious sub-harmonic free waves led to
additional focus location shifts, and noted that the effect of such waves was likely to be greater
for focus locations closer to the wavemaker.80
This study seeks to determine the effectiveness of a focused wave group as a predictor of
extreme runup on a plane beach (e.g. Hunt-Raby et al., 2011; Hofland et al., 2014). Instead of
representing the incident field as a parameter (such as the significant wave height or period),
this approach generates a compact wave group representing an extreme event within the incident
wave field (see Jonathan and Taylor, 1997; Tromans et al., 1991; Walker et al., 2004, for offshore85
engineering applications) and determines the associated runup. The use of a compact wave
group provides information on the physical processes generating extreme runup, and a means
for the assessment of the possibility of runup saturation. This concept has been discussed by
Raubenheimer and Guza (1996); Stockdon et al. (2006); Senechal et al. (2011), who found that
saturation may occur in the frequency band associated with the incident wave spectrum but90
not in the lower-frequency band associated with infragravity waves. Given that an isolated
4
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focused wave group is unlikely to generate free as opposed to bound infragravity waves until
breaking occurs, the runup may be expected to saturate for high incident focused wave group
amplitudes. This method may provide a complementary approach to existing empirical methods
for determining extreme wave runup.95
We use the linear NewWave profile of Tromans et al. (1991) as the input focused wave
group for an experimental/numerical study into extreme wave runup on a plane beach. In
NewWave theory a probabilistic analysis shows that the expected local shape of a large wave
in a random sea state is the autocorrelation function, i.e. the Fourier Transform of the power
density spectrum for the random sea state. NewWave theory was first validated using field data100
(from wave staff, downward pointing laser and radar rangefinders) from deep water locations
where the necessary/underlying assumption that linear frequency dispersion is the dominant
process affecting wave transformation is clearly true. NewWave validation at intermediate depth
locations has also been demonstrated (Taylor and Williams, 2004). Recent analysis of field data
from wave buoys by Whittaker et al. (2016) has demonstrated that NewWave could represent105
the average shapes of large storm waves observed in shallow water of depth kD < 0.5. This
is a powerful result, demonstrating that even in shallow water depths the average shape of the
largest event is a property of all the waves in the sea state (i.e. the autocorrelation function).
The target NewWave free surface elevation time series of the focused wave group is given by
the linear superposition of wave modes:110
η(x, t) =
A
σ2
N∑
i=1
Sηη(ωi) cos(ki(x− xf )− ωi(t− tf ) + φ)∆ω, (2)
where σ is the standard deviation of the sea state (with an associated variance σ2 =
∑
Sηη(ωi)∆ω
in this discretised form), Sηη is the power spectral density and ωi is the angular frequency
corresponding to the wavenumber ki. A Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum with a peak frequency
of fp = 0.464 Hz, corresponding to a kD value of 0.71 for the offshore water depth D = 0.5
m, is adopted in the experimental/numerical focused wave study reported herein. The focusing115
event (xf , tf ) is the spatial and temporal position/instant at which the wave group is in its most
compact form according to Equation 2, which applies the linear dispersion relation for a constant
water depth D (allowing calculation of the required paddle signal to generate the focusing event).
It is important at this point to clarify the difference between the phase of each Fourier component
and the overall shape of the focused wave group. A single frequency component of an irregular sea120
state would have the form ai cos (kix− ωit+ φi), where φi is the phase of each wave component
5
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randomly chosen from a uniform phase distribution on (0, 2π). However, in formulating a focused
wave group this phase is not random, and can be expressed in terms of the phase of the entire
wave group in the form φi = −kixf + ωitf + φ, where (xf , tf ) is the focusing event and φ is
the phase of the wave group at focus. Hence, the frequency-independent phase of all the wave125
components φ is distinct from the focusing of the group; this phase which determines the position
of the individual waves within this group. The energy concentration within the group for any
value of φ is independent of the value of φ, this is related to the envelope of the group which
may conveniently be taken as that for the crest-focused case of φ = 0. Thus, we can talk about
crest-focused, trough-focused and up- and down-crossing events, all with the same envelope.130
The work of Smith and Swan (2002) has demonstrated the importance of nonlinearity on
the focusing of wave groups in a range of uniform water depths. However, it should be noted
that the creation of a perfectly focused wave group on a sloping beach is not the objective of
the present work (particularly since breaking on the slope will prevent complete focusing of the
large-amplitude waves of greatest interest). Instead, the wave group will be generated offshore135
with a given linear focus amplitude A and focus location xf (i.e. where the Fourier components
of the wave group come into phase φ), based on linear focusing in a constant water depth
to that point. The wave group itself will evolve (nonlinearly) as it propagates up the slope,
generating a maximum runup event. These nonlinear dynamics will be captured within the
physical experiments and numerical model described in Sections 3 and 4 respectively. Thus, the140
dependence of runup on the input parameters A, xf and φ may be determined without requiring a
paddle signal specifying a nonlinearly-focused wave group at location xf . Indeed, this description
allows the focus location to be specified onshore of the breaking point and even the still water
level (as discussed in Section 5), allowing a broader parametric study to be conducted than would
be possible for nonlinearly focused wave groups on a slope. The amplitude A may be associated145
with a given probability of occurrence of this event in this sea state, based on Rayleigh statistics
for a given number of waves (see Section 5.4). Thus, the use of a focused wave group allows
determination of the runup of a wave with a given probability of occurrence (e.g. the largest
wave in a storm containing N waves), providing a link with the runup generated by irregular sea
states of different durations.150
Although the application of the focused NewWave group to runup on a plane beach is the
primary objective of this study, recent numerical simulations by Orszaghova et al. (2014) have
demonstrated that any runup investigations conducted using a linear wave generation signal
would be contaminated by a sub-harmonic error wave (see Schäffer, 1996). This was also identified
6
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as an issue in previous experimental studies (Borthwick et al., 2006; Hunt-Raby et al., 2011).155
The removal of this error wave is therefore a secondary objective of the present work. The paper
is structured as follows. Section 2 describes the application of the second-order wave generation
theory of Schäffer (1996) to the experimental wavemaker, and the effectiveness of the error wave
removal. Section 3 describes the experimental measurement of time-varying wave runup on a
plane beach. Section 4 discusses calibration of the coupled Boussinesq-nonlinear shallow water160
(NLSW) equation solver. Section 5 demonstrates the effect of linear and second-order wave
generation on the maximum experimental and numerical runup of focused wave groups.
2. Second-order (difference) correction of focused wave groups using piston-type
wavemaker
Whenever a linear wave generation signal is used to create a focused wave group, spuri-165
ous waves are created by the mismatch between the required super-harmonic and sub-harmonic
bound waves (arising from interactions between the first-order components) and the boundary
condition at the wavemaker, also including departures of the wavemaker from its mean position.
Schäffer (1996) derives the full second-order generation theory required for a piston wavemaker
to suppress spurious sub-harmonic and super-harmonic waves and obtains a wave field correct170
to second-order (corresponding to the formulation of Sharma and Dean, 1981, for waves propa-
gating away from the paddle). More recent work has been conducted by Spinneken and Swan
(2009a,b) for wavemakers operated in force-control mode. Successful elimination of the sub-
harmonic error wave is crucial when investigating the runup or overtopping of extreme waves, as
highlighted by Orszaghova et al. (2014). In this section, we describe an application of the theory175
of Schäffer (1996) to the experimental wavemaker, the practical limitations of this approach in
our experiments and the implications for the subsequent experimental runup measurements.
The experiments were conducted in the wave flume of the COAST (Coastal, Ocean and
Sediment Transport) Laboratory at Plymouth University, UK, in which waves were generated
using an Edinburgh Designs Ltd (EDL) piston-type paddle. The laboratory flume, shown in180
Figure 1, was 35 m in length, 0.6 m in width and contained a 1 : 20 plane beach occupying
approximately half its length. The beach comprised 12 mm thick smooth polypropylene panels,
of average roughness Ra = 0.11 µm, attached to a stainless steel frame. The working depth in the
horizontal section offshore of the beach was 0.5 m, and the beach toe was located 15.176 m from
the wavemaker. Focus locations in this study are reported relative to the beach toe. To measure185
free surface elevation, twelve resistance wave gauges were mounted along the flat bed and along
7
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Figure 1: COAST laboratory flume containing the plane beach used for the runup experiments of the ENFORCE
project.
the sloping beach within the flume at 2.5 m intervals The first three gauges had slightly different
spacing, as seen in Figure 1.
The EDL wavemaker comprised two curved elements with a flat front face, with small gaps
at the sides and base elements. This geometry avoids resonant amplification of water behind190
the wavemaker. However, the wavemaker could not be operated in pure displacement control
due to software constraints (unlike the wavemaker used by Sriram et al., 2015), but needed
to be controlled using target free surface elevations (prescribed an arbitrary distance from the
wavemaker) and an appropriate transfer function. The lower frequency limit for piston paddle
motions restricted the ability of the wavemaker to synthesise the full second-order sub-harmonic195
paddle signal correction. In these experiments, accurate Fourier representation of a given target
long wave (incorporating the wavemaker transfer function to yield paddle motions) used a low
frequency limit of f = 0.03125 Hz. Although not restrictive for linear wave generation in a
typical wave tank with depths of O(1 m), the lower frequency limit does prove restrictive where
the generation of a sub-harmonic correction wave is required to eliminate the spuriously generated200
long wave crest is required, i.e. second-order irregular wave or focused wave group generation.
Figure 2 illustrates the theoretical and experimental linear and second-order correction pad-
dle displacements for a crest-focused wave group, with focus location at the beach toe. The
theoretical displacements are calculated from the theory of Schäffer (1996). In the absence of
pure displacement control for the laboratory wavemaker, second-order error wave suppression205
was approximated by adding a correction term to the target linear free-surface elevation sup-
plied to the EDL software. This second-order correction should have eliminated the spurious
free waves arising during linear wave generation. However, although the experimental and full
theoretical correction paddle displacements are qualitatively similar, the slow pullback of the
paddle necessary to eliminate the spurious long wave ‘hump’ created by the linear paddle motion210
8
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Figure 2: a) Linear and b) second-order paddle displacement time-histories from the laboratory wavemaker (thick
red line) and for an idealised piston wavemaker (second-order signal obtained from the theory of Schäffer (1996))
using full (black) and partial second order generation (black, dashed) for a crest-focused wave group (φ = 0◦) of
linear focus amplitude A = 0.0855 m focusing at the beach toe (xf = 0.0 m).
could not be accurately synthesised. Two factors contributed to the experimental-theoretical
paddle signal discrepancy: the different transfer functions and the low frequency limit for the
experimental paddle motions. Therefore, long error wave suppression was only partially achieved
in the laboratory.
The level of suppression of spurious long waves using the approximate method implemented215
for the EDL wavemaker in the COAST laboratory wave flume is now assessed with reference to a
fully nonlinear numerical wave tank (NWT) incorporating a moving boundary piston wavemaker
and a constant water depth. This fully nonlinear potential flow (FNPF) model, developed by Bai
and Eatock Taylor (2006, 2007), provides an ideal numerical benchmark for assessing nonlinear
wave generation in that there are no further assumptions regarding either frequency dispersion220
or wave nonlinearity beyond those of potential flow. (The Boussinesq-nonlinear shallow water
equation model, which is used in all subsequent sections to simulate focused wave runup on the
beach, assumes that weakly nonlinear, weakly dispersive waves propagate in the region outside
the breaker line.) To assess the performance of the laboratory wave generator, measured and
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Figure 3: Comparison between second-order sub-harmonic components of the free-surface elevation at focus for
wave groups of linear focus amplitude A = 0.0855 m, focus location xf = 0.0 m and phase φ = 0
◦ generated using
first-order and second-order corrected paddle signals in the physical experiments (red line) and fully nonlinear
potential flow (FNPF) model (thin black line).
FNPF-predicted free surface elevation time histories are compared for linear-focused wave groups225
propagating over the flat bed portion of the laboratory wave tank, focusing at the beach toe.
Beach reflections, present in the laboratory tests but absent from the constant-depth FNPF
simulations, are small relative to the amplitude of the compact wave group at focus, particularly
during the propagation of the most significant crests and troughs. Harmonic decomposition
of the free-surface elevation signals, necessary to isolate linear and second-order sub-harmonic230
components of the total wave, was achieved using the phase manipulation method of Fitzgerald
et al. (2014) based on the fourth-order Stokes expansion.
Discrepancies of over 10% in the first harmonic free wave were found between the model and
experimental results for the two intermediate linear focus amplitudes. Scale factors were applied
to the linear paddle signals in the numerical simulations, with a corresponding quadratic increase235
to the second-order corrections. Both the FNPF and Boussinesq-NLSW models employed this
scaling when simulating the laboratory focused wave groups.
Figure 3 presents time histories of the measured and predicted second-order sub-harmonic
components of the free-surface elevation at the beach toe focus location, for both linear and
second-order corrected wave generation of a crest-focused wave group of amplitude A = 0.0855 m.240
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Although not shown, the agreement between predicted (having applied the appropriate scale
factor to the paddle signal) and measured first harmonic is excellent for both linear and second-
order corrected paddle signals. However, the second order sub-harmonic time-histories show that
the spurious long wave which precedes the main sub-harmonic bound wave trough is reduced in
amplitude but not eliminated from the experiments. A reduction of approximately 60% in the245
sub-harmonic error wave amplitude has been achieved. Recently Sriram et al. (2015) found good
agreement between theory and measurements for second-order corrected wave groups in a long
flume with centre frequencies of 0.68 Hz and 1.08 Hz; the experimental wave groups in the present
study may be considered to be an intermediate case between those generated by linear paddle
signals and the fully-corrected groups reported by Sriram et al. (2015). In the experimental test,250
the long error wave travelling in front of the main linear wave train appears to be smeared, most
likely due to lack of very low frequency motions by the paddle wavemaker. Nevertheless, we
conclude that application of the Schäffer (1996) correction to the EDL piston wavemaker has
proven to be reasonably successful in suppressing the second-order error waves, and in particular,
the long error wave. The results of Orszaghova et al. (2014) imply that the runup measured in the255
physical experiments will be artificially increased compared to that predicted by the numerical
model. The results shown in Section 5 are consistent with this implication. Additionally, the
actual focus location may be shifted in the onshore direction by the residual sub-harmonic error
wave (Sriram et al., 2015).
3. Laboratory measurement of time-varying runup260
Time-varying runup was measured using resistance-type probes mounted parallel to the plane
beach (Guza and Thornton, 1982; Raubenheimer et al., 1995; Holland et al., 1995; Hughes and
Moseley, 2007). Two sets of stainless steel wires were mounted 5 mm and 10 mm above the beach
surface. Additionally, two strips of copper tape (5 mm width, 20 mm spacing) were adhered to
the beach surface to act as a zero-elevation resistance-type probe. Figure 4 shows the different265
devices used to obtain measurements within the swash zone. The wave gauges, wire and tape
operated at a recording frequency of 128 Hz. Based on the effects of surface tension and their
calibration, the runup wires and copper tape have a reduced accuracy of approximately ±2 mm
in the vertical direction.
The wires and tape served different functions. Previously, Holland et al. (1995) observed270
that a wire elevated above the beach surface could measure a reduced maximum runup elevation
and respond more rapidly to the start of the rundown (due to the changing curvature of the
11
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Figure 4: Close-up photograph of measurement devices located in the swash zone, including (a) a vertical
resistance-type wave gauge embedded in the beach, (b) a pair of stainless steel wires at 10 mm elevation above
the beach, (c) a pair of stainless steel wires at 5 mm elevation above the beach, and (d) two strips of copper tape
adhered to the beach surface.
free surface during runup and rundown events). However, water pooling on the surface of the
shallow slope means that an elevated sensor would be relatively less affected by surface tension
than a sensor on the beach surface. Figure 5 illustrates the effect of elevation above the beach275
surface on the runup time series measured by the two sets of elevated wires and the copper tape.
As expected, the maximum runup measured by the copper tape on the beach surface is larger
than that measured by either of the wires. The tape did not capture rapid changes in shoreline
elevation (e.g. at approximately 36 s), and responded to rundown more slowly due to surface
tension acting on the beach surface. The 5 mm elevated wire was somewhat less sensitive to rapid280
variations in shoreline elevation than the 10 mm elevated wire (e.g. at approximately 33 s) due
to surface tension effects. Thus, measurements obtained by the 10 mm elevated wire are used for
time series comparisons with the numerical model predictions in Section 4, and measurements
by the copper tape are used to record maximum runup. It should also be noted that lateral
variations in the runup flow (due to the three-dimensionality of the wave breaking process) may285
lead to additional differences between the time series recorded by the different measurement
devices. These lateral variations will be most severe for the largest incident wave amplitudes,
where more violent wave breaking will lead to highly turbulent runup flow.
In summary, the COAST Laboratory experiments provide a dataset of both the time variation
(using the elevated wires) and the maximum elevation (using the copper tape) of focused wave290
runup on a plane beach. (This dataset can be obtained upon request from Dr A. C. Raby
at Plymouth University or from the first author.) These data provide an improvement over
12
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Figure 5: Runup time series recorded by the two elevated wires and the copper tape, illustrating the effects of
wire gauge elevation and surface tension on the runup measurements.
observations of the maximum elevation only, allowing more robust calibration of the numerical
model. The free surface elevations recorded by the wave gauges and the runup time series
recorded by the 10 mm wire will be used for this calibration in the next section.295
4. Calibration of model breaking and friction parameters using experimental data
Focused wave group runup in the laboratory wave flume is numerically simulated using a 1-
D hybrid Boussinesq-NLSW equation model (OXBOU). Breaking is modelled approximately by
locally switching from the Boussinesq to the NLSW equations. Switching between the two sets of
equations simply involves retaining or neglecting the dispersive Boussinesq terms. However, the300
numerical solution method must switch from finite difference methods for the Boussinesq flows
to shock-capturing finite volume methods for the NLSW flows and so careful treatment of the
solution methods at this transition are necessary (c.f. Orszaghova, 2011). Breaking is assumed
to occur if the free-surface slope exceeds a prescribed threshold value (−ηx > 0.4) corresponding
approximately to a front face slope of 22◦. The transition zone occupies half a wavelength,305
commencing one quarter of a wavelength offshore of the most offshore point where the breaking
criterion is satisfied. Within the transition zone, the Boussinesq terms are ramped down to
zero. Inshore of the transition zone the broken waves are modelled as bores using the NLSW
equations. The breaking location is recalculated at every time step and tracks the breaking
waves inshore until breaking occurs further offshore. Full details of the model formulation are310
provided by Orszaghova et al. (2012). The threshold front face slope of 22◦ has yielded excellent
agreement with laboratory measurements for runup of solitary waves and steep wave groups on
13
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beaches with slopes less than or equal to 1:20 (Orszaghova, 2011).
The location of the moving shoreline in OXBOU is defined as the most shoreward position
where the water depth drops below a prescribed value (1 mm by default). Similarly, the runup315
location measured by the elevated runup wires corresponds to the most shoreward point where
the water depth equals the wire elevation above the bed, here approximately 5 mm and 10 mm.
Satisfactory agreement should therefore be possible between model (modifying the default 1 mm
minimum water depth) and experiment. However, surface tension retarded the swash flow on
the smooth beach in the laboratory experiments. Although no surface tension term is included320
in the NLSW equations, the friction coefficient Cf scaling the bed friction force (τb = ρCfu|u|)
was tuned to the approximate effect of surface tension. This corresponds to Chézy’s roughness
coefficient of almost 31 m1/2s−1 or Manning’s roughness coefficient of 0.02 sm−1/3 in water of
depth 0.05 m.
This value of the friction coefficient is therefore somewhat larger than is expected for smooth325
plastic material such as polypropylene - typical values of 0.009 − 0.011 sm−1/3 are quoted for
Manning’s roughness coefficient for plastic. However, calculations based on Manning’s formula
often assume uniform flow where the majority of energy dissipation is caused by surface rough-
ness. In the case of wave runup on a sloping beach (with a much steeper slope than observed
in standard open-channel flow situations), the additional energy dissipation by turbulent wave330
breaking may account for the larger apparent roughness required here. Additionally, bed friction
forces are relatively larger in water of smaller depth and were only observed to have a signifi-
cant effect at the swash edge, much like surface tension. In the absence of a more sophisticated
treatment of surface tension, an artificial increase of bed friction was considered an adequate
substitute.335
Figure 6 shows a preliminary comparison of experimental and numerical free surface elevation
time histories including the generation, propagation, shoaling, breaking and runup on a plane
beach of a compact focused wave group. This follows a similar model calibration approach used
by Raubenheimer et al. (1995) and Kobayashi and Wurjanto (1992). The wave breaking criterion
was s = −ηcx = 0.4 and bed friction coefficient was Cf = 0.008, using default values suggested340
by Orszaghova et al. (2012). The empirical scaling factor for the wavemaker motions was applied
to each component of the theoretical linear input paddle signal. Following grid convergence
tests, the grid spacing was ∆x = 0.01 m and the time step was ∆t = 1/256 s (for this and all
subsequent focused wave runup simulations reported herein). Despite not optimising the two
tuning parameters, the agreement between model and experiment appears to be satisfactory. It345
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Figure 6: Free-surface elevation time histories of a typical focused wave group, as measured by ten wave gauges
and the 10 mm runup wire (red) and as computed by OXBOU (black).
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is clear that the shoaling, wave breaking, bore motions at the still water shoreline and runup
(using the 10 mm elevated wire) were captured very accurately by the model.
It should be noted that the second-order paddle signals described in Section 2 focused on the
elimination of the sub-harmonic error wave, identified by Orszaghova et al. (2014) as having the
greatest impact on the runup elevations. The large high-frequency content in the experimental350
measurements recorded after the focusing event is due to residual superharmonic error waves,
which are not present in the model predictions. This is also the reason for the larger high-
frequency content observed in the wave gauge signals shown in Figure 7. These superharmonic
error waves have a negligible effect on the maximum runup elevation, since they arrive at the
beach well after the focused wave group. The model slightly under-estimates the maximum355
amplitude of the crests within the focused wave group, due to the assumption of weak nonlinearity
in the Boussinesq equations (Orszaghova et al., 2012). However, this slight under-estimation does
not significantly affect the subsequent agreement between the model and experiment.
Figure 7 shows the effect of altering the wave breaking parameter s from 0.4 to 0.5, on bore
motions at Gauge 9 and 10 and shoreline motions, as measured by the runup wire 10 mm above360
the beach, for a focused wave group with focus location xf = 12.5 m, phase at focus φf = 165
◦
and focus amplitude of A = 0.0855 m. This linear amplitude was used to nondimensionalise the
amplitudes and runup elevations. The larger value of wave breaking parameter (s = 0.5) leads
to significant overestimation of bore height (at the vertical gauges) and shoreline motions. The
laboratory measurements from Gauge 10 indicate that a small secondary bore just reaches the365
still water shoreline at t = 33 s. Depending on the threshold free-surface slope for breaking,
the numerical model predicts that this secondary bore either does not reach still water shoreline
(s = −ηcx = 0.4) or that a much larger secondary bore reaches the still water shoreline (s =
−ηcx = 0.5). A larger bore is predicted for at higher s for two reasons: first, the initial bore
height is greater because further shoaling of the wave crest occurs; and second, the dissipation370
of energy captured by the NLSW equations starts to act further inshore for the larger threshold
breaking slope. For this reason, choice of s < 0.4 is unlikely to provide better agreement with
experimental measurements and so s = 0.4 is used in all the following simulations. Agreement
between prediction and measurement of the moving shoreline is improved by choosing a slightly
larger bed friction coefficient Cf = 0.01 than would be expected for such a smooth beach (the375
default value Cf = 0.008 recommended by Orszaghova et al. (2012) is for a cement floor beach
of similar dimensions).
It is evident from the comparisons with the 10 mm elevation runup wire measurements in
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Figure 7: Free-surface elevations and vertical runup time-histories (from runup wire 10 mm above beach) of a
focused wave group yielding large wave runup (amplitude A = 0.0855 m, focus location xf = 27.676 m, phase at
focus φ = 165◦), generated with a second order corrected paddle signal, as measured experimentally (grey) and
predicted by OXBOU for threshold local surface slope 0.4 (black) and 0.5 (red, dashed). Wave amplitudes and
runup elevations have been nondimensionalised by the linear focused wave amplitude A.
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Figure 7 that the motion of the time-varying ‘shoreline’ (the location, in the plane of the beach
face, shoreward of which the water depth is less than 10 mm) is slightly over-predicted by the380
numerical simulations. It should of course be noted that the numerical model does not account
for surface tension, 3-D effects, non-hydrostatic pressure, and aeration, all of which become
highly important in the free surface motions occurring at the air-water-beach interface. The
lack of retarding surface tension in the model helps to explain the larger high-frequency content
in the numerical predictions of the moving shoreline (measured experimentally using the runup385
wire), despite the larger high-frequency content in the experimental gauge measurements (due
to the superharmonic error waves). Agreement between numerical prediction and experiment at
the still water shoreline gauge (Gauge 10) is observed to be excellent.
5. Extreme runup of focused wave groups
5.1. Parametric dependence of extreme runup events390
We now consider extreme runup elevations generated by focused wave groups, and the condi-
tions contributing to these extreme runup elevations. Using numerical simulations, Orszaghova
(2011) investigated the dependence of the maximum focused wave group runup on the linear
focus amplitude, linear focus location and phase of the group at focus on a beach of slope 1:20.
The flume geometry and focused wave driving conditions matched those of previous laboratory395
tests undertaken at the U.K. Coastal Research Facility and reported by Hunt (2003). This
geometry is also adopted in the current study (see Figure 1). A parametric investigation, resem-
bling that undertaken numerically by Orszaghova (2011), is conducted experimentally using the
approximate second-order wave generation described in Section 2 and the runup measurement
techniques discussed in Section 3. Runup values predicted by the calibrated hybrid Boussinesq-400
nonlinear shallow water equation solver (using full second-order generation) are then compared
to the corresponding measurements.
The focused waves considered in this parametric study are derived from a Pierson-Moskowitz
spectrum with a spectral peak at a frequency of 0.464 Hz and a high-frequency cut-off of 2.0 Hz.
Based on Equation 2, the parameters varied during these experiments were the linear amplitude405
of the wave group at focus A, the focus location xf and the phase of the wave group within its
envelope at the focus location φ. Focus is defined here as the location in both space and time
when the wave group acting under linear dispersion on constant depth is most compact. Figure 1
shows the selected focus locations. Table 1 summarises the parameters tested during the physical
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Parameter Experimental values
A (m) 0.0285, 0.0570, 0.0855, 0.114
xf (m) relative to the paddles 15.176, 20.176, 25.176, 27.676, 30.176
relative to the beach toe 0, 5, 10, 12.5, 15
relative to the shoreline -10, -5, 0, 2.5, 5
φ (degrees) 15, 30, . . . 345, 360
Table 1: Values of linear wave group amplitude at focus A (used to nondimensionalise the runup elevations), focus
location xf (relative to the beach toe) and wave group phase at focus φ investigated experimentally.
experiments. Although the simulations of Orszaghova (2011) also included focused wave groups410
with linear focus amplitude of 0.1425 m, these experiments required a larger paddle sweep than
could be produced by the laboratory wavemaker. Thus, the largest amplitude tested was 0.114 m.
The runup elevations reported in this section were nondimensionalised by the amplitude A. The
focus locations ranged from the toe of the beach to ∼ 5 m beyond still water shoreline (SWS).
A total of 480 focused wave runup tests (employing second-order corrected paddle signals) were415
conducted during the parametric study. As noted by Orszaghova (2011), the concept of a focus
location far up the beach (i.e. beyond SWS) may seem counter-intuitive, since interactions
with the beach would render the waves unable to reach the target location. However, the focus
location merely controls the relative phasing of the different frequencies within the wave group
on the constant depth region offshore of the beach toe. As stated in Section 1, the focus location420
is used as a parameter controlling the properties of the compact wave group, rather than as a
target location on the beach for a nonlinearly-focused wave group.
This section initially examines the focused wave group properties which contribute to the
maximum and minimum runup values for a subset of the full parameter space, extending the
analysis of Orszaghova (2011). Full second-order corrected numerical model results are used, to425
avoid contamination by the sub-harmonic error wave. All groups considered have a linear focus
amplitude A = 0.0855 m, and runup is again nondimensionalised by this amplitude. The best
agreement between model and experiment was achieved for A = 0.0855 m. Table 2 lists the focus
locations and phases of three ‘optimised’ (xf and φ combinations generating maximum runup)
groups with this amplitude.430
Figure 8 shows the free surface elevation time series for the three optimised wave groups at
the beach toe, SWS, and moving shoreline, all shifted so that the maximum runup occurs at
t = 0. Note that the times have been nondimensionalised by the peak angular frequency of the
19
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Focus location (m) Rmax (m) Phase for Rmax (
◦) Rmin (m) Phase for Rmin (
◦)
7.5 0.075 60 0.040 195
10.0 0.078 330 0.040 120
12.5 0.075 255 0.045 60
Table 2: Focus locations and phases at focus leading to the maximum/minimum runup of focused wave groups
with A = 0.0855 m, where the focus locations are expressed relative to the beach toe.
incident Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum ωp = 2πfp. The runup curves are strikingly similar. The
(time-shifted) free surface elevations are almost identical at the SWS and the beach toe. All three435
records resemble a trough-focused wave group at the beach toe at approximately ωpt ∼ −23, or
t ∼ 8s before the time of the maximum runup. The waves appear to have broken between the
beach toe and SWS, and the waves recorded at the SWS have the saw-toothed shape typical
of broken waves. A small wave front passes the gauge at ωpt ∼ −12 (i.e. t ∼ −4 s) before a
much larger front at ωpt ∼ −7.5 (i.e. t ∼ −2.5 s). Thus, the optimal runup (for this beach440
slope and wave amplitude) appears to require phase/focus location shifts that generate one large
bore at the SWS, with relatively small precursor waves to minimise momentum losses from the
downrushing flow.
Noting the similarity of the time-shifted records at the beach toe, it may be assumed that the
optimisation of runup for a particular focus location may be achieved by manipulating the wave445
phase and focus location to generate a profile resembling a trough-focused wave at the beach
toe. Given that a focus location shift causes different phase shifts for the different frequencies
within the focused wave group, these ki∆x shifts cannot be perfectly balanced by applying a ∆φ
shift to all of the frequencies (except in the shallow water limit). Although the waves become
less frequency dispersive with decreasing depth, Figure 8 indicates that reasonable agreement450
between the wave groups at the beach toe will lead to similar agreement in the measured runup
time series. For the intermediate-depth kD value used in this study, frequency dispersion remains
the dominant process governing the wave transformations offshore of the beach toe.
Detuned cases leading to minimum runup elevations are next investigated. Figure 9 shows the
nondimensional free surface elevation time series at the beach toe and SWS, and the runup time455
series for three detuned cases with A = 0.0855 m. Table 2 indicates that the required phase shift
from maximum to minimum runup is not 180◦. However, the free surface elevation time history
at the beach toe does resemble a crest-focused wave group for these detuned cases. The SWS
gauge data contain two reasonably large bores, as opposed to the small bore preceding a very
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Figure 8: Nondimensional free surface elevation and shoreline motion time series for the three phase/focus location
combinations leading to the maximum runup for a focused wave group with A = 0.0855 m.
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Figure 9: Nondimensional free surface elevation and shoreline motion time series for three phase/focus location
combinations leading to the minimum runup for a focused wave group with A = 0.0855 m.
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large bore for the optimal cases. The reduced runup may therefore be caused by momentum460
losses from the downrush of the first bore. This indicates that the maximum runup may be
achieved by maximising the amplitude of a particular bore while minimising the amplitude of
the immediately preceding bore.
5.2. Optimisation of runup using second-order wave generation
Having established the conditions leading to the maximum and minimum runup elevations on465
the plane beach, we now consider the variation of the maximum runup elevation observed in each
experiment over the entire parameter space. Figure 10 illustrates the dependence of the maximum
(nondimensional) runup on the focus location (x-axis) and phase at focus (y-axis) for focused
wave groups of amplitude varying from 0.0285 m to 0.114 m. Focus locations are expressed
relative to the beach toe for clarity (with the dashed line representing the SWS location). The470
results are plotted for phases between φ = −360◦ and φ = 360◦ to emphasise the periodicity of
the runup maxima over the parameter space. Both experimental and numerical runup maxima
are plotted using the same colour scale, to highlight the similarities and differences between the
predicted and measured runup maxima. The laboratory measurements of runup maxima are
relatively sparse in xf , which created some issues when using a standard contour plot. Since475
the parametric dependence of the experimental runup maxima was qualitatively very similar
to that of the numerical maxima (despite the differences in the maximum amplitude clearly
visible in Figure 10), these numerical values were used to determine the expected values of
the measured runup maxima at intermediate focus locations (where only numerical values were
available). Thus, the experimental contours are plotted as a continuous surface that is constrained480
to the discrete experimental results (where available) and the scaled numerical predictions at
intermediate values. Both experimental and numerical contours were subsequently smoothed by
interpolating the results onto a finer grid (∆xf = 0.05 m, ∆φ = 5
◦) using (constrained) cubic
splines. The runup maxima follow diagonal lines (or ‘stripes’) over the parameter space, with
a clear wrap-around at phase multiples of 360◦. Thus, for each wave group amplitude there is485
a band of optimal phase-focus location combinations that correspond to maximum runup. As
the focus location is moved inshore (xf increases), the phase required to generate the maximum
runup decreases. Increasing the amplitude moves these optimised colour bands slightly to the
right, so that the optimal focus location moves further up the beach. At each amplitude/focus
location combination there is a single optimal phase that produces the maximum runup. Note490
that the phase producing the minimum runup is not necessarily 180◦ out of phase with the
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Figure 10: Variation in nondimensional experimental and numerical maximum runup over the range of focus
locations, phases (at focus) and amplitudes tested. The left plots are numerical model predictions; the right plots
are experimental measurements.
optimal phase. The optimal phase for each focus location also increases slightly with increasing
focused wave amplitude. Since an increase in amplitude will lead to an increase in wave steepness
(for a given peak frequency), this phase shift may be caused by the earlier onset of breaking of
the larger-amplitude waves.495
Although the phase and focus-location dependence of the experimental and numerical runup
maxima (discussed below) are very similar, the magnitude of the maximum experimental and
numerical runup elevations differs over the entire parameter space. At the lowest amplitudes, the
predicted maximum runup was consistently larger than measured, partly due to surface tension
effects. The reverse was the case at larger amplitude, with the predicted maximum runup at500
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A = 0.114 m less than the measured value, partly because of the incomplete removal of spu-
rious second-order long error waves in the laboratory tests (see Orszaghova et al., 2014). The
nondimensional runup decreases with increasing linear wave amplitude, implying that breaking-
induced energy losses become more severe with increasing incident wave amplitude (hence steep-
ness). This supports the possibility of saturation of the runup generated by focused wave groups.505
5.3. Effect of sub-harmonic error wave on runup optimisation
Orszaghova et al. (2014) used the coupled Boussinesq-nonlinear shallow water equation solver
of Orszaghova et al. (2012) to determine the effects of first- and second-order wave generation
on the runup of a focused wave group on a plane beach. Orszaghova et al. found that the
super-harmonic error waves propagated more slowly than the focused wave group, thus making510
negligible contribution to runup. However, the sub-harmonic error wave propagated ahead of
the focused group as a hump, and acted as a wave setup when the focused group reached the
beach. This setup greatly enhanced the ability of the focused wave group to penetrate inshore,
thus increasing maximum runup elevation. Here, in addition to considering the effects of linear,
partial, and full second-order wave generation on the maximum focused wave group runup, we515
investigate whether the long error wave alters the phase and focus location dependences of the
runup maxima.
Figure 11 shows the experimentally measured maximum (nondimensional) runup of a focused
wave group of linear amplitude A = 0.0855 m, generated using a first-order and (partial) second-
order corrected signal. It should be noted that this amplitude was associated with the optimal520
model performance, as shown in Figure 10. The use of a first-order paddle signal significantly
increased all the maximum runup elevations recorded. The first-order paddle signal also caused
a small negative shift in the optimal phase required to generate maximum runup at each focus
location, in contrast to the positive shift associated with an increase in the amplitude A (at-
tributed to wave breaking in Section 5.2). This indicates that the long wavelength of the hump525
of water comprising the leading part of the error wave (shown in Figure 3) can delay the onset
of wave breaking, consistent with the analogy of wave setup at the beach. These results are also
consistent with the results of Sriram et al. (2015), who found that sub-harmonic error waves
caused an onshore shift of the focus location.
Clearly, use of a first-order wavemaker signal has significantly increased the maximum runup530
elevations recorded for an incident focused wave amplitude of A = 0.0855 m, even when compared
to the imperfect second-order corrections used in the physical experiments (discussed in Section
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Figure 11: Effect of first- and (partial) second-order wave generation on the experimentally measured maxi-
mum runup elevation for a focused wave group of linear amplitude A = 0.0855 m, where the runup has been
nondimensionalised by A.
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2). The experimental results obtained using first-order wave generation were compromised by the
sub-harmonic error wave. This implies that other experimental (or numerical, see Orszaghova
et al., 2014) studies using linear wave generation will significantly over-estimate the maximum535
runup. Empirical relationships based on such studies may also over-estimate extreme runup
elevations.
5.4. Amplitude dependence of focused wave runup
Figure 10 indicates that certain combinations of phase and focus location within the band
of optimal values will generate maximum runup for a linear-focused wave group. The otherwise540
infinite range of predicted focus location is constrained by the offshore location of the wavemaker
and the onshore flume boundary in practice. However, as discussed by Orszaghova (2011), runup
maxima are unlikely to be generated by focus locations great distances onshore or offshore of
those tested in this study owing to dispersion of the wave group (whether pre- or post-breaking).
Thus, the maximum runup attained for the linear focus group amplitudes may be considered to545
be the global maximum for a given wave group amplitude. Although focus locations more than
15 m onshore of the beach toe were not tested, the colour bands of Figure 11 provide confidence
that the maximum runup elevations have been captured over the range of amplitudes considered.
Figure 12 shows the measured and predicted optimised wave runups as functions of linear
wave group amplitude at focus in nondimensional form. The optimised runup and (linear) focused550
wave group amplitudes are nondimensionalised by the offshore water depth, D = 0.5 m. Effects
of first-order and full second-order wave generation on the simulated runup are also shown. Since
the sub-harmonic error wave amplitude increases as the linear focused wave amplitude squared,
this error wave dominates the optimised runup at larger linear amplitudes. All investigations
of extreme coastal responses using first-order wave generation are affected by this error wave,555
but to varying extent (depending on the degree of nonlinearity of the waves being generated).
Other discrepancies between the experimental and numerical optimised runup curves may be
partly attributed to surface tension effects (at lower amplitudes) and incomplete removal of the
sub-harmonic error wave (more prominent at higher amplitudes).
For numerical simulations, the optimised runup increases with linear group amplitude. How-
ever, wave breaking causes the runup to asymptote at larger amplitudes. A global maximum
runup elevation (over all focused wave group amplitudes) could not be identified because the
extreme amplitudes required for such a global maximum would violate the weakly nonlinear as-
sumption underpinning the numerical model. However, extreme amplitudes appear to yield ever
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Figure 12: Variation of the measured and predicted optimised (maximum) runup with linear focused wave am-
plitude for first-order, partial second-order and full second-order wave generation. Variables are presented in
nondimensional form, and the upper x axis represents the number of waves N generating the ‘1 in N ’ wave
amplitude AN (using Hs = 0.2 m).
smaller increases in optimised runup, relying on events with very low occurrence probabilities if
translated across into the extreme response to a storm of increasing length but fixed properties
(significant wave height and peak period). The occurrence probabilities of a focused wave group
with given linear amplitude may be obtained by assuming the following Rayleigh distribution:
AN =
√
2σ2 lnN, (3)
where AN is the ‘1 in N ’ wave amplitude for a sea state with a variance σ
2. If AN is the 1 in 1000560
wave for a given sea state, then the 1 in 2000 wave would generate an amplitude increase of only
about 5%, whereas an order-of-magnitude decrease in probability to the 1 in 10000 wave would
generate a 15% increase in AN . This effect is shown in the upper x axis of Figure 12, where
N is the number of waves corresponding to a wave amplitude AN . It should be noted that the
assumed significant wave height used to calculate these N values is Hs = 0.2 m. The asymptotic565
behaviour of maximum runup with increasing amplitude may provide a practical upper bound
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on maximum runup generated by a particular sea state (with significant wave height Hs = 4σ)
on a prescribed beach geometry. This is consistent with the saturation of the incident frequency
band identified by Raubenheimer and Guza (1996); Stockdon et al. (2006); Senechal et al. (2011).
Significantly larger wave runup on the same beach geometry would then require a more severe570
sea state.
The present discussion is based on results obtained for 1-D wave propagation and runup on an
idealised 1 : 20 plane beach. Runup on natural beaches often exhibits significant lateral variation,
and depends strongly on the local bathymetry which is usually complicated in the nearshore zone.
Moreover, erodible beaches may undergo substantial morphological changes during large storm575
events. Incident storm waves may also force low frequency infra-gravity waves within the surf
zone, which may contribute strongly to the maximum wave runup on the beach. Although not
considered in this paper, these effects deserve attention in future studies. The present study
has demonstrated that (for the one-dimensional plane beach geometry considered) the runup of
focused waves approaches an upper limit in a given sea state of plausible length, which may be580
useful for the design of coastal defence structures.
6. Conclusions
This paper has described investigations into focused wave group runup on a plane beach
using a series of physical experiments and numerical model simulations. It is found that use
of a linear paddle signal erroneously increased the maximum runup elevations over the entire585
parameter space (particularly at the largest amplitudes) and shifted slightly the phase/focus
location values leading to maximum runup for a given focused wave group amplitude. Following
Orszaghova et al. (2014); Sriram et al. (2015), the present analysis has confirmed that linear
generation signals are inappropriate for the investigation of extreme coastal responses, such as
runup and overtopping. Any empirical results relying on linear wave generation should be checked590
accordingly. By appropriately modifying the wavemaker control signal, partial suppression of the
sub-harmonic error wave was achieved in the laboratory wave flume. The model was calibrated
using linear generation signals by tuning the wave breaking parameter and the friction coefficient,
with the best agreement achieved at A = 0.0855 m. This calibration also provided confidence
in the results of the model when using full second-order correction. The partial long error wave595
correction appears to be the best that can be achieved using the present EDL two-component
wavemaker in the absence of direct displacement control. The nonlinear error correction of this
type of laboratory wavemaker is worth further research and development.
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The maximum runup generated by a focused wave group exhibited strong dependence on
the linear wave group amplitude at focus, focus location, and phase at focus of the wave group.600
The amplitude of the focused wave group is used to set the probability of occurrence of the
incident wave group, which does not depend on phase or focus location. However, the combined
dependence implied that the maximum runup of a focused wave group cannot be characterised
using significant wave height, spectral shape, or peak frequency alone. For each linear focused
wave amplitude, a band of optimal focus locations and phases at focus generated the maximum605
(or minimum) runup; this band was slightly phase-shifted with increasing amplitude, most likely
due to the earlier onset of wave breaking. For the particular incident wave conditions and
beach geometry considered here, the results indicated that these optimal phase/focus location
combinations may be maintained by attempting to replicate the wave group phasing at the beach
toe.610
Over the range of tests conducted, the maximum runup of a linear focused wave group of
prescribed amplitude was obtained for a single phase and focus location combination (within
the optimal band). As the incident focused wave group amplitude increased, wave breaking
became more important, occurring further offshore, and the maximum runup elevation began
to exhibit asymptotic behaviour. Since the sub-harmonic error wave increased as the square615
of the amplitude of the linear focused wave group, failure to remove this error wave prevented
the maximum runup from approaching an upper limit. Although an absolute maximum runup
elevation was not reached during the present study, use of Rayleigh statistics indicated that
the focused wave runup (for a given sea state defined by its spectral shape, peak frequency and
significant wave height) may reach a practical upper limit with a very low exceedance probability.620
This may have implications for the design of coastal structures, offering an alternative to lengthy
simulations in the calculation of extreme coastal responses and complementing existing empirical
methods.
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